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because of his sympathetic interest, is honoured as an
Arhatin China. His contemporary Dharmakirti continued
the succession—Ceylon's proudest heritage—of great and
saintly monks.
The influence of Buddhism has been and is profound
and pervasive. From Dutugamini, who became a pacifist
in the first century, to Parakrama Bahu HI, who abolished
capital punishment in the fourteenth, great kings have
demonstrated its gentle power. And if there are unsavoury
chapters like the revolt of the parricide and usurper who
shut himself into his great rock fort of Sigiri, there are
in its vast fortifications and amazing frescoes ample proofs
of the cultural mission of Buddhism—a true civilizer of
the Island as of the mainland. Neither caste nor the erotic
excesses of the Saivite South have reared their heads in
Ceylon, and its people have learnt the lessons of peace and
of detachment. 'Why do you no longer build great monu-
ments and irrigation works?' I asked my Pali teacher:
'You English run about so vigorously we like to sit and
watch you', was the calm yet incisive reply of this true
Stoic. We called him Nagasena, for in all things he
resembled the classic sage of the Milinda Pafiha. So the
soul of ancient India lives on, and a friendly but detached
calm is its true expression. In the jungles of Anuradhapura
sits a great Buddha in meditation, a true Indian Yogi
with hands folded and eyes closed 'erect as a flame in a
windless place'. It is a work contemporary with both the
Gita and the Milinda PafSha—a masterpiece of Andhra
sculpture as these are of Indian poetry and prose, and like
them is a true symbol of the soul of a great culture.
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In Burma a different task met the monks of Buddhism,
and to Mongolian cheerfulness and wisdom was added a
touch of other-worldly Indian sadness, much as in Japan.
In these kingdoms Buddhism of the two great types may
be best studied—adapting itself to national needs, moulded
by national genius, and free from foreign suzerainty.
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